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"During that long night, helplessly watching the patient struggle for life as her blood became darker and her veins more distended, the idea naturally occurred to me that if it were possible to...inject continuously the now-red blood into the patient's arteries, we might have saved her life.” --John Heysham Gibbon, Jr., M.D.

Great revolutions often begin with a defining moment of inspiration. After weeks of struggling with the sudden death of a patient, Dr. John Gibbon made the decision to create the first heart-lung machine. The heart-lung machine became one of the first major breakthroughs in the field of cardiovascular medicine.\(^1\) By taking over the functions of the human heart and lungs, the heart-lung machine provided doctors with the opportunity to perform life-saving operations.\(^2\) Many modern surgeries and apparatuses stem from John Gibbon's original heart-lung machine. One such invention is the extracorporeal membrane oxygenation machine, or ECMO. The ECMO machine is most often used to aid premature babies with underdeveloped lungs. While studies have shown that not all effects of the heart-lung machine are positive, the benefits to the medical community and the field of cardiopulmonary surgery far outweigh the negative cognitive deficiencies experienced by patients. Although the heart-lung machine may have negative side-effects for patients, the invention of the heart-lung machine successfully revolutionized the field of medicine because it provided the foundation for future developments pertaining to the construction of future heart-lung machines and paved the way for further advancements in the cardiopulmonary medical field.

John Gibbon is recognized as the creator of the first successful heart-lung machine; however, many other scientists at this time also strove to create a machine that performed the functions of the heart and lungs. After hearing that his sister had a potentially fatal cardiac
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disease, Charles Lindbergh, an aviator, contacted Alexis Carrel, a research surgeon, in an attempt to save his sister's life. Instead of creating a system that would completely support a patient with nonfunctioning heart and lungs, Carrel invented a pump that allowed the heart to remain living while outside the patient's body. Although partially successful in their efforts, Lindbergh and Carrel did not create a machine which could fully support a patient. In addition to Lindbergh and Carrel, Clarence Dennis, a general surgeon, also endeavored to develop a heart-lung machine.\(^3\) Dennis successfully created a heart-lung machine despite a later commencement for his project than others. Before John Gibbon finished creating a heart-lung machine, Dennis had already twice attempted open heart surgery using his own creation.\(^4\) Both of Dennis' surgeries failed, one due to misdiagnosis and the other due to human error. Dennis' failed surgeries prevented him from being the first doctor to successfully use a heart-lung machine to perform open heart surgery.\(^5\)

Although many people thought of heart surgery as impossible, John Gibbon, mourning the death of a patient, projected the idea of building a machine which could imitate the functions of the heart and lungs. At the beginning of his research, John Gibbon's interests were solely to aid patients with a pulmonary embolus, a blood clot in the pulmonary artery.\(^6\) While at Massachusetts General Hospital in the 1930s, Gibbon began working as a junior research fellow, the experience that provided the impetus for his work on the heart-lung machine.\(^7\) The basic idea behind Gibbon's machine was to pump deoxygenated blood from the right side of the heart into
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a machine that would expose it to oxygen. The now oxygen-rich blood would return to the left side of the heart where it would then be pumped throughout the rest of the body. He first experimented on cats, then dogs, and, finally, he used his machine to operate on humans. Early experiments proved dangerous. Nascent heart-lung machines often leaked blood and caused hemorrhaging. After World War II, which he spent as a surgeon in the United States Army, Gibbon returned to Jefferson Medical College where he became the Chair of Surgery, directing surgical research. Diminishing funding and support inhibited Gibbon's research efforts and curtailed further developments on the heart-lung machine.

Gibbon's luck changed when he met Thomas Watson, the Chairman for International Business Machines, or IBM. Watson agreed to take a chance and aided Gibbon with the finances involved in researching and building a heart-lung machine. By January of 1952, Gibbon deemed the heart-lung machine ready for use on humans. Gibbon's first attempt at utilizing the heart-lung machine on humans failed due to misdiagnosis. On May 6, 1953, John Gibbon successfully...
made use of the heart-lung machine.\textsuperscript{17} The first successful use of the heart-lung machine revolutionized the medical field because it changed the way that people viewed cardiopulmonary surgery. Because surgeons could now make use of a machine which took over the actions of the heart and the lungs, their options for aiding patients with health issues such as pulmonary emboli increased considerably.\textsuperscript{18} Surgeons no longer had to hurriedly attempt to perform a pulmonary embolectomy to aid patients with pulmonary emboli, rather they could now make use of the heart-lung machine and have more time to perform the procedure.\textsuperscript{19}

While the heart-lung machine provides surgeons with time to repair patients' hearts, studies have shown that patients suffer from cognitive deficits in the years after surgery. After hearing about some of the problems experienced by patients who relied on the heart-lung machine during a previous surgery, Mark F. Newman and his partners performed five cognitive, gaining knowledge through reason, tests on 261 heart-bypass patients.\textsuperscript{20} Newman and his partners performed the tests four times over six months—-one week before the patient's hospitalization, during the week after the operation, six weeks after the operation, and six months after the operation. When Newman tested patients the week after surgery, he found 53 percent of the tested population failed to match their pre-procedure cognitive performance. After six weeks, 36 percent of patients continued to experience the negative cognitive effects after utilizing the heart-lung machine. The final tests, six months after surgery, revealed that 24 percent of patients tested originally continued to experience cognitive deficits.\textsuperscript{21} Five years later, Newman and his
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team decided to retest the original patients another time. Five years after their surgery, 42 percent of patients tested so inadequately that Newman and his partners declared them cognitively impaired. After receiving shocking results, Newman and his team searched for reasons as to why patients of the heart-lung machine experienced such significant side-effects. Newman and his team categorized their theories into two groups: problems involving the heart-lung machine and those not involving the heart-lung machine. Newman thought that the contact between the tubing of the heart-lung machine and the patient's blood cells, air bubbles, and debris, such as corroded tubing, arterial plaque, and clotted blood cells, might be causes of the noticed decline in cognitive abilities. He also thought that inflammation, hypoxia, incorrect body temperature, arrhythmias, and lowered blood pressure could be influencing factors not having to do with the heart-lung machine. After Newman's studies became public, he received over 4,000 emails from bypass patients. Patients felt that their personal experiences now had scientific explanation and thanked Newman for his studies. Because of the deficits of the heart-lung machine, doctors strove to improve Gibbon's original machine.

John Gibbon's heart-lung machine provided the impetus needed to drive other doctors to improve the heart-lung machine and heart surgery. In 1960, Wilfred Bigelow had an idea to combine Dr. Gibbon's heart-lung machine with the technology of hypothermic cooling, also known as extracorporeal cooling. A machine cooled blood during the operation and warmed the blood up to normal temperature after the operation took place. Hypothermic cooling allowed surgeons to operate on a motionless and dry heart. Hypothermic cooling greatly
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increased the number of possibilities for heart surgery. The body's need for oxygen would
decrease while in a state of hypothermia, allowing multiple organs in the body to survive without
oxygen for longer periods of time than when the body's temperature increased. This further
gave the surgeons the ability to operate on the arteries of the heart. Without extracorporeal
cooling, surgeons would not have had access to the inside of the heart, preventing them from
aiding patients with internal defects. These new advancements led to a more commercial heart-
lung machine, the Mayo-Gibbon device. John Kirklin, of the Mayo Clinic, and his coworkers
developed the Mayo-Gibbon device. Widely used in the 1950s and 1960s, the Mayo-Gibbon
device refined most aspects of the original heart-lung machine. Kirklin utilized his machine to
aid in repairing an atrial septal defect, a congenital hole in the heart, in 1955.

The invention of the heart-lung machine paved the way for further advancements in the
cardiopulmonary field and medicine in general. The heart-lung machine allowed the idea of
organ transplants to advance further and become more common and less dangerous. In 1967, in
South Africa, surgeon Christian Barnard performed the first human heart transplant. The success
of Barnard's risky operation inspired other surgeons to push the boundaries of surgery further
than ever before. Because the heart-lung machine constantly provided the patient's body with
oxygenated blood, surgeons focused on performing previously unimaginable procedures.
Kidney and liver transplants became a possibility instead of solely an idea because of the heart-
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lung machine. Again in the mid 1970s, the heart-lung machine allowed for advancements in the medical field. Due to his ability to make use of the heart-lung machine, Dr. Norman Shumway gained the ability to detect rejection attacks in tissue.\textsuperscript{32} He and his team did this by carefully feeding a catheter into the heart of the patients, removing a piece of cardiac muscle, and examining the muscle specimen to determine if the patient needed an increase in the amount of immunosuppressant medication. The heart-lung machine, along with the work of Dr. Shumway, led to the discovery of cyclosporin, an immuno-suppressant. Cyclosporin suppressed the immune system, making it easier for the body to accept new organs. While cyclosporin suppressed the immune system enough so that the body did not attack the new organ, it did not suppress the immune system so much that the patient became overly susceptible to disease.\textsuperscript{33}

John Gibbon's heart-lung machine, although altered and improved, continues to affect medicine today. In 1994, Dr. Randas Batista thought of a new way to aid patients with enlarged hearts by using the heart-lung machine.\textsuperscript{34} He felt that by decreasing the size of the enlarged portion of the heart and increasing its efficiency, he could decrease the number of donor hearts needed. He utilized the heart-lung machine to attempt his procedure and has experienced varying results.\textsuperscript{35} The heart-lung machine still aids in organ transplantation. In January of 2000, 261 medical facilities in the United States made use of a program for organ transplants.\textsuperscript{36} With less than 2,500 hearts available for donation each year, the modern issue with heart transplants lies in not having enough hearts to aid the approximately two million people that suffer from congestive
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heart failure. In the United States alone, surgeons performed more than 20,000 heart-transplants from 1988-1999. Improvements to the heart-lung machine also allow for the heart-lung machine to experience more success. The improved heart-lung machines now have polyvinyl tubing, which cells do not adhere to, and centrifugal pumps, which do not crush red blood cells. These improvements prevent debris from forming and prevent cells from becoming damaged, therefore decreasing negative side effects for the patient. The addition of woven polymer thread screens also decreases the number of large particles of debris. By using a screen to filter emboli ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 microns in size, the amount of debris entering the patient's blood stream decreases, improving the health of the patient after surgery. The new heart-lung machine makes use of gas exchangers to reduce the size of bubbles created in the circulating blood. Better temperature controls also allow doctors to keep patients at healthy body temperatures during surgery with the heart-lung machine. More recently, the portability of the heart-lung machine increased. Newer, portable heart-lung machines support the total circulatory needs of a patient without needing the larger equipment of stationary heart-lung machines. These portable heart-lung machines can be used in emergencies and can be ready for use within a few minutes. When a patient suffers from a myocardial infarction or pulmonary
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embolism, a portable heart-lung machine may be used to aid the patient.45 Although portable heart-lung machines aid in many life-threatening situations, they remain in use for temporary support until a diagnosis is obtained for the patient's treatment or until doctors find another form of long-term support.46 Inspired by Gibbon's machine, other doctors created the ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, machine.47 This machine is used for long term support of the lungs of premature babies and allows time for a patient's heart and lungs to recover. The ECMO machine can also be used as a bridge to transplant.48

John Gibbon revolutionized medicine with his invention of the heart-lung machine. His ability to push forward despite the beliefs of others during his time allowed him to create an influential and essential medical machine. Through his countless hours of work and research, John Gibbon contributed greatly to medicine. The heart-lung machine's ability to take over the functions of a patient's heart and lungs truly revolutionized multiple aspects of medicine. Despite the cognitive decline in patients who used the heart-lung machine during a surgery, the heart-lung machine successfully revolutionized the medical field because the advantages of the heart-lung machine outweigh the disadvantages. The heart-lung machine provided other doctors with the motivation and resources to improve surgery in general. Through improvements, the heart-lung machine gained use in organ transplants and continues to aid patients in a multitude of situations. The heart-lung machine's impact, both past and continuing, revolutionized the medical field.
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